
Chapter 25
War and Revolution

1914-1919

Section 1 (747- 751):  The Road to WWI    [RB:  382-384]
Italicized Intro

“was the defining event”  be careful when reading statements like that.  Every generation 
  believes that their defining event is everyone’s defining event.  (Pearl Harbor, Vietnam, 9/11)

Wow,  that is amazingly well written.  And if you can understand what it’s trying to say 
(especially in that last paragraph)you will be on you’re way to understanding a lot about life.  
Oh, this is  what separates the European mentality from the American Mentality.  This  is a 
description of a European change.  America still had (& still has) that “blind faith in 
progress”  (This also helps to explain the reluctance of Europeans to support the war in Iraq)

Nationalism & Internal Dissent
Second Paragraph:  “Sovereign, subject to no higher interest or authority”    Europe abandons 
this unilateral approach for a more internationalist approach.  Many in the U.S. still hold to it.
1.  In what two ways did Nationalism contribute to instability in pre-war Europe?

Militarism
2.  In addition to the growth of the numbers, how did militarism increase the chances for war?

  Do not just try to find a quote. Put it in your own words.
The Outbreak of War

3. Who’s assassination provoked the war?  Who did it?  Why????
4.  Why did Austria feel secure in issuing an ultimatum to Serbia (regardless of Russian opinion)?
5.  How was the Schlieffen Plan suppose to work?
6.  What was the order of declarations of war?

   7.   What prompted Britain’s entry into the war

Section 2 (752-767):  The War     [RB: 387-394]
1914-1915:  Illusions & Stalemate

1.  What was more a powerful influence on people in 1914-15:  Nationalism or Socialism
2.  What were the general opinions about the war in the first year of the war? several answers
3.  What is the significance of the Battle of the Marne?

The Widening of the War
4.  What brought the US into the War?  the year?

The Homefront:  The Impact of Total War
“mobilize the entire resources of their nations”
5.  How did governments regulate (centralize) their economies?  (top of second column. p761)
Russia:  “only arm 1/4 of them”    “pick up rifles from their dead colleagues”  are you kidding me??
“internal dissatisfaction replaced the patriotic enthusiasm”
6.  What is the Easter Rebellion and what was the outcome?
7.  What 2 groups eventually opposed the war?  and in what ways did Western Europe respond?
8.  How did labor unions fare during the war?
9.  How did women fare during the war?   after the war?

Section 3 (767-774):  War & Revolution    [RB:  403-411]
The Russian Revolution

1.  What do the masses do in Petrograd - March 1917?
2.  How does the Duma capitalize on it?
3.  What groups dominate the new Provisional Government?  What do they want?  
  What is their big mistake



Hold it.  Do you mean the socialists did NOT overthrow the Tzar?   
  Exactly.  They overthrew the Provisional Government.    oh.

OK that next paragraph is a little confusing.   While the Provisional Government is in charge of the big 
picture.  These workers groups (SOVIETS) form and run the day to day operations of government.  

Reluctantly, a kind of  dual-power arrangement evolves.  The communists/socialists take control of some 
of the important Soviets.

4.  Socialists (Social Democrats) are divided into two groups:  Bolsheviks & Mensheviks.  
What’s the difference?

5.  According to Lenin, what is the Vanguard’s role?
6.  Why would Lenin have to change Marxism and  introduce his  idea of the 

 Vanguard to make Marxism “work” in Russia?
Hint 1:  It has to do with Marx’s view of history and the process of historical change.
Hint 2:  Marx said the dictatorship of the proletariat was inevitable.  

 What produced the proletariat??   But what does Russia’s economy look like?
7.  What did Lenin promise Russia in his “April Theses”?
8.  Who issued Army Order No 1?  What did it say?

I have never seen an intro text refer to Kerensky as a “socialist revolutionary.”    He’s usually 
just portrayed as a  leftist.  hmmm

NOTICE:  Trotsky (a leader of the revolution) is  a  “former Menshevik”
 That little piece of info will result in a pick-ax being put in his skull in Mexico.   Stay Tuned !!

9.  What happened in NOVEMBER 1917???
  Point of Information:  Your book refers to the March / November Revolutions

           In the future, you  may come across the  February / October  Revs
Russian (Julian Calendar):  October =     Western Europe (Gregorian):  November

Wow, first column, last paragraph,  last sentence.  Interesting use of the word “majority”
       Speilvogel means the “majority of voters” not the “majority of Russians”    P.o.V., anyone?
10.  Important Question:  How did women fare in Lenin’s early days?
11.  Go to the Map on page 756.  The Russians gave up the land between the Left purple line to 

  the dark Red  line.  ouch
12.  Russian Civil War:  Red Army vs White.      Who did each represent?   Who Won?
13.  Describe War Communism
14.  What was the goal of the “Red Terror”
Yes, you read that correctly.  We (US/Britain) sent troops to squash the internal affairs of another 

nation.  That is one of the reasons they hated us for years.  
The Last Year of the War

If you want to understand Hitler’s message, you must read that last paragraph again.
Which German Government waged the war?  Then Germany has a liberal revolution.  What 
government signs the hated peace treaty?   That, my friends, is a recipe for disaster (& Hitler 
capitalizes on it)

Revolutionary Upheavals
You don’t need to know all of that revolution stuff.  It’s in there so that you can see how Hitler 
lied (but in an amazingly believable way) about the ending of the war (“the stab in the back”)
I’ve never seen this topic set up as well as this book does it.

PAGES 801-802:  Soviet Russia
15.  Describe (in more than one sentence) the NEP
Your book is showing its bias in the last sentence:  “Overall, the NEP had . . .  temporary . . .”
Stop Reading at that sentence.  Lenin’s death will be part of the next chapter for us.

From the Review Book: You are responsible for the information on 409-412:  Reforms 

Section 4 (774-779):  The Peace Settlement                [RB:  
394-401]

1.  Who were the Big Four?  What was the goal of each power?
2.  What two major powers were conspicuously absent?



3.  What did Article 231 state?

  


